In an era when cloud use keeps growing, your organization’s development and IT departments must remain agile, as needed. Giving unrestricted resource access to developers can make them agile, but it can also lead to unintended cost consequences and circumvented best practices.

The solution is partnering with System Soft Technologies and implementing Cloud Governance. Then, you can better manage, monitor and audit the use of cloud resources, beneficially meeting the goals and requirements of your organization.

**Exchange of Best Practices**
You can break down silos and better understand the functional areas and unique business needs of your organization, with a centralized platform.

**Align Standard Policies**
Develop cloud standard policies that meet your business requirements and leverage cost optimization opportunities the cloud provides.

**Governance Enables Compliance**
When policies work for your business, it works for compliance. By establishing pre-defined policies on a centralized cloud platform, you can automate them to raise compliance rates even higher.
Cloud Governance with SSTech in Action

Managers need a way to provide best practices and perform automated integrity checks, without hindering the speed of product development, disrupting compliance and increasing costs. Case in point:

Identify the Issue
An organization has a policy in which snapshots must be deleted after a four-week period. Doing so allows for both cost savings and compliance. But, without a centralized cloud platform to continuously monitor the snapshots age and then terminate the snapshots when they reach the time limit, it is nearly impossible to enforce.

Devise a Plan
Manual policy checks will not scale and are prone to human error. Central management teams should provide tools to automate security checks, monitor usage and automatically spot and flag improper usage. SSTech recommends a federated approach to continuous improvement and management, with a centralized Cloud Governance Committee.

Implement the Solution
SSTech can either collaborate with your team to build a strong Cloud Governance program, or we can evaluate your current program to provide improvement. Either way, our goal is to give you more speed and better time to market, without compromising best practices, compliance, security and costs.

Learn More Today
Contact us to discover how System Soft Technologies and its skilled consultants and industry-leading tools can help drive success for your organization.
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